
From BI to AI: How to 
successfully implement 
innovative Data and  
Analytics capabilities
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Data & Analytics forms the Heart of any digital business
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Two critical realities face organizations today in putting analytics 
at centre of their business model

• Th business has developed a successful Business Intelligence and data capability in the business over 
the last 6 years
• User Maturity is good
• What is measured is well managed

• With BI Maturity achieved the business started to strive for more and begin the evolution to analytics
• Solutions do not address the demands of all business units, which means the value derived from 

these solutions varies across the organization
• Benefits of deployments remain segregated within decentralized environments and don’t reach 

business units that are unaware of them
• Departmental analytics teams that may exist can either be a major disruptive force or supporter 

to the analytics initiative

Problem Statement:
How do I deliver a consistent capability and experience of analytics across my business
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Two critical realities face organizations today in putting analytics at centre of 
their business model

Conventional Architecture designed for Known 
Questions against Known Data

The majority of organizations have not progressed 
their analytics ability past BI and dashboards
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One of the core issues remains that the jobs people do very often don’t have 
an impact on the future performance of the business

FORWARDBACKWARD

BACKWARD FORWARD

BACKWARD FORWARD

Mode 1

Mode 2

Mode 3

Much of the work Information Workers do is based on working with backward looking data and 
information and there is generally no relationship with any data that looks to the future

The first milestone to achieve is to have the information that we use to look backward able to 
give us some insight about what is happening in our future

The goal from there would then enable us to reduce the amount of time we spend working in the 
past and dedicate more effort and energy into looking into the future
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Analytics needs to talk to business outcomes

Too often Data and Analytical Outcomes are designed because of the data the business has, rather than 
taking its steer from the Outcomes the business is looking to drive. When Business Outcomes drive the 

process, the success of the Analytical work is exponentially higher
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Enable:

Enable business users by 

implementing use-case-

driven analytics and data 

science capabilities such as 

augmented analytics, 

natural language 

processing, prescriptive 

modelling or continuous 

analytics

Expand

Expand access to more 

users and use cases by 

promoting the success of 

existing capabilities. 

Reorganize the analytics 

initiative for new types of 

data and requests. Train 

and enable users to grow 

the user base gradually, 

while providing continuous 

support to increasingly 

complex analysis

Evolve

Evolve capabilities over 

time by striking a 

balance between 

business- and 

technology-driven 

requirements and 

blending incremental 

delivery optimization 

with the creation of 

innovation and 

disruption opportunities
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Enable, Expand and Evolve Analytics
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Enable

Enable Business Users by Implementing Use-Case-Driven Analytics Capabilities

The data and analytics team needs to start engaging users by complementing the existing 

analytics platform with capabilities that are driven by business use cases.
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How to implement the Enable step?

Problem Statement

Understand Need

Information 
Gathering & Explore 
different Solutions

Build & TestDeploy

Reflect

Enhance

Drive Actionable Insights
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Expand

Expand Access to More Users and Use Cases

After a first deployment is embraced by users and supported by the data and analytics team, the 

analytics and data science solution should become pervasive across the organization.
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Evolve

Evolve Capabilities on a Continuous Basis

Everything you have implemented needs to be monitored and evolved on an ongoing 

basis; not technology only. Data and analytics leaders need to ensure evolution of their 

people, analytics and data.

Adoption

Literacy

Experience

Context
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Enable business users by implementing use-case-driven analytics and data science 

capabilities such as augmented analytics, natural language processing, prescriptive 

modeling or continuous analytics 

Expand access to more users and use cases by promoting the success of existing 

capabilities. Reorganize the analytics initiative for new types of data and requests. Train 

and enable users to grow the user base gradually, while providing continuous support 

to increasingly complex analysis. 

Evolve capabilities over time by striking a balance between business- and technology-

driven requirements and blending incremental delivery optimization with the creation 

of innovation and disruption opportunities

Summary and Recommendations



Need help with your BI & AI 
journey?
Get In Touch!

Nicholas Bell

Group CEO at Decision Inc.
info@decisioninc.com


